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Summary

The results of experimental investigations of the t/f noise
origins in a surface-barrier particle detector are presented,
Щ these experiments an ordinary surface-barrier detector pro-
vided with a reasonably designed guard-ring «as used.

The measurements of the noise spectra were performed in the
"floating" and "balanced" guard-ring conditions. This waj two
components of the 1/f noise «ere determined:
- the noise occuring due to the surface phenomena, connected
with the flow of the surface leakage current, and

- the noise originated in the bulk of semiconductor, caused
by the mobility fluctuation of charga carriers.

Streszczenie.

Przedstawiono wyniki badań doświadczalnych źródeł szumu 1/f
w detektorach promieniowania jądrowego z barierą powierzchnio-
wą. 17 badaniach tych posłużono się zwykłym detektorem z barie-
rą powierzchniową wyposażonym w pierścień ochronny.

Pomiary rozkładów widmowych szumów przeprowadzono w warun-
kach "pływającego11 i "zbalansowanego" pierścienia ochronnego.
W ten sposób wjr snąc żono dwie składowe szumów typu 1/f:
- szumy wywołane efektami powierzchniowymi, związanjci z prze-

pływem prądu upływu poerzchniowego, oraz
- szum* generowane w objętości półprzewodnika, powodowane
fluktuacjami ruchliwości nośników ładunku.



Зезлме.

Представлены результаты •кспериментальных исследовании вс*оч-

ников лука тана l/t в полупроводниковых детекторах ядерного вз-

лучения с поверхностным барьером. В экспериментах использовано

детектор снабженный охранным кольцом.

Измерения проведено в условиях "плавающего" в "сбалансиро-

ванного" охранного кольца. Этим способом определено две компо-

ненты шума l/f, а именно:

- шумы вызванные поверхностными эффектами, связанными с током

поверхностной утечки,

- шумы ваэнвкашцве в толце полупроводника, вызванные флуктуа-

циами подвижности носителей заряда.

Thi* vrark was supported by the Research Programme CPBP 01;09.



1. Introduction.

The origins of the flicker noise in semiconductor devices

since a long time draws the attention of many researchers. Se-

veral approaches to this problem are reported in the relevant

literature, their conclusions however, are still far from the

satisfactory consistence. Broadly speaking,, there are two well

distincted standpoints concerning the mechanism of the flicker

noise generation.

One of t.h«m assumes that this kind of noise is caused by

the surface effects, while the other attributes it to the bulk

phenomena.

Undoubtedly both processes give their specific contribution

to the resultant 1/f noise. The problem to be solved in ever;

particular case consists in determination of the quantitative

relation of the mentioned noise components. This could be done

experiment all >• if only a possibility of preventing the flow of

the surface current will exist.

Such condition ma* be easily fulfilled using as the OUT a

semiconductor junction provided with the reasonably designed

guard ring. From this point of view a very suitable for expe-

rimental examination seem to be the semiconductor detectors ot

nuclear radiation* It was thus the reason for which we chose

as the subject ox* study a surface-barrier Au-Si charged par-

ticle detectors manufactured in the Department of Physical B-

lectronies at the Jagiellonian University.



2» Experiments.

The detectors in their standard configuration are made on

the circular silicon slices having the diameter 20 am and

thickness or about 1,3 mm. The п-туре silicon with the resis-

tivity 1500 ohm.cm «as used. The Schottky structure «as rormed

in the usual way by means of gold evaporation on both sides or

the slice. So, a pair or the "Гаее-to-face" connected diodes

was obtained. One of them exhibiting the better performance

had xo be used as the detecting diode» the other performed a

function or the ohmic contact*

Both electrodes have a circular shape with the diameters

ranging rrom 9 to 16 mm. Their thickness is about 100 £ .

On the basis or the 16 mm standard structure there «as de-

veloped -she desirable device «ith the guard ring protection.

This «as made by etching in the front end electrode a verj nar-

row ( 0,2 mm) concentric slot on a radios of б mm. This «ay

a new configuration «as rormed comprising The central diode

and the surrounding guard ring* The latter «as provided «ith

the necessary contact «ire soldered «ith a silver paste.

The behaviour or this device «as then investigated «ith res-

pect to it* electrical and noise characteristics. ?ig.1 shows

The I-V characteristic* of the central alode determined in The

usual manner bj means or the "point-bj-point" measuring method

The upper characteristic concern* the case ox the "floating"
guard ring, when the electrical connection of This auxiliary
electrode «ith The biasing oirceit i* cut off.
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fig.1. The 1-7 eharacteristice oi the Device Under Test

The lower characteristic corresponds to the "balanced" guard

ring conditions, I.e. to the equality of potentials at the cen-

tral and outer junctions.

let us here note that the effectiveness of the guard ring

depends on whether the depletion regions belonging to the both

junctions ao interact or even contact one with the other. Re-

ferring then to the device under examination, for the proper

action of the guard ring • bias voltage exceeding 10 V is need-

ed.

The noise characteristics were measured using the 7X5 ТИС-

TROHlx Spectrum Analyser supported by an additional low noise



preamplifier. The direct result of measurement presents the

nolae spectrum as it is sees bj the measuring assembly. It sub-

stantially differs from the "true" spectrum of detector noise

due to the presence ox sereral other noise sources and the in-

iluence ox the passive elements of the detector Itself and of

the associate* eiruitr.,. The relatirelj simple procedures al-

low one to remove the "external" noise. She remainder noise

spectrum, belonging exclueiralj to the detector, should be

then «transformed to its original shape* Thie is torn requi-

res the knowledge of the Taltxts of all the passiTe elements «f-

feeting the noise spectrum shape. Hence arose the necessity of

performing the supplementary measurements of the capacitance

C D and resistance R D of the detector, both being the frequen-

cy dependent parameters.

The subsequent figures present the experimentally ascertain-

ed dependences С р(Г) and BgCf) respectively. The related mea-

surements were performed b, means of a transformer bridge at

four different values of the detector bias.

At the вале biasing roltages the noise spectra were measur-

ed. These measurements wers made for the "rloeting" and "balanc-

ed" guard ring conditions. Thus* it was possible to compare

with a good precision the noise spectra oceuring when the sur-

face leakage current does contribute to the total rereree cur-

rent and when It does not. Moreover, by a simple arithmetic

subtraction one may extract the noise spectra associated with

the surface leakage surrent. Their shape and rrequencj range

should become тег* useful in the comparative stuo, of the sur-
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Fig.2. Detector capacitance C D as the function of frequency f
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Fig.3. Detector resistance R D as the function of frequency f
at different bias T^ (Balaoeed guard-ring conditions)



race phenomena responsible for the noise generation. Such ex-
perimental data are presented in figure 4.

All spectra replotted in this figure have been reduced to

their original form according to the procedures mentioned abo-

ve. Thus, they may be directly attributed to the correspond-

ing equivalent current noise sources or the detector.

10
е

Fig.4. Detector noise spectra at different bias voltage.

Continuous lines - balanced guard-ring conditions
Dotted linee - floating guard-ring conditions
Dotted straight lines - noise due to surface leakage

10



3. Disenssion of restate.

As shown in figur* 4 the noise spectra connected with the

surface leakage current obey the ~h - law with the index в

approaching to unity. This particular result qualitatively

conforms with the predictions of the phano—nological model of
2

slow traps by Kingston and Mcthorter • The quantitative evalua-

tion, however, shows that only a minute part of the experimen-

tally ascertained surface leakage current asy bs responsible

ror this kind of noise. The predominant part or the surface

leakage current does not contribute to the detector noise.

This "noieelees" component of the xeverse eurrent is attribu-

ted to the oonduction of a surface channel exhibiting the pure

ohmie behaviour • Sueh phenomenon was reported earlier by Ha-
3

suda and coworkera «ho searched for the correlation between
the noise and reverse ourrent of a surface-barrier detector.

The flicker noise constants В depend on the applied bias

voltage. The Table I give* their values B g for the noise ge-

nerated due to the surface leakage current flow.

Table I.

10 20 40 80

450 «400 4200 8900

The noise spectra obtained at the "balanced" goartf ring con-

ditions represent the noise arising within the bulk of eemieon-

II



duetors in different phjraieal awchanlsaa. They m*g ae deeoapoe-

ad into the eonatltueat coaponenta if the latter could be des-

cribed by the correaponding aaalytieel foraolae. Я Ы а la jaxt

the eeae under consideration.

far tba «oat aignif leant noiaa aouroea recognised op to sow

in aeoleonductor diodea the «ore or leaa advanced theories we-

re developed which allowed one to derive the f orsjulaa for the

partiaular noiae apeetra. Ueaallj they are expressed in terse

of the equivalent noiae current.

In the case of the fiehottky barrier diode the following no-

iae components ahould be considered:
1. full shot noise of the thermoemiaeion current - I*n

2. Generation-recombination (g-r) noise - ij"**

3. Sxcees g-r noiae - I*
•4 ь4* Barrier height ejodulation noise - i"

i>. Flicker noise - !%„

She formulae deacribing the noiaa apectra of these aoise aaur-
oea read reapeetivelyi

- ith 0)

C2)

(3)

C4)г д

— Г
гп в.
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where t Ł... - the:

noise.

currentf - low «ret

* - high frequency g-r nolee, 1** - high frequency

exeeae g-r noise, тЩ - low frequency barrier height modula-

tion noise, By - flicker nolee constant (1* semiconductor balk)

\t\ *n& **_ - tie» eonstants of the eorreapondlng relaxation

processes, cJ - angular frequency.

Using the standard fitting procedures the values of the pa-

rameters in equations 1 4 5 were determined, they are listed

below la the Sable И «

Table Ц .

*th

TLB
•q

\

г
в

%

»r

V

HA

MA

MA

PA

MA

В

S

8

MA He

8

8

7

2

10

.05x10"*

0.317

.42X10"3

143

0.657

.O6x1O"3

3xiO"8

.0 xiO"5

78.7

20

0.230

0.677

4.05X10"2

121

1.84

1.39XJ0"6

2.2ЭХ10"8

2.42x1O"5

396

40

0.542

1.91

0.104

X

3.92

2.44X10"6

X

2.61x1O"5

1200

80

1.130

7.08

0.218

X

5.14

2.62x10~5

X

2.64x10"*

5630

She numerical calculations, however, are burdened by ec

limitations of the experimental data. This concerns in parti-

cular the frequency range of the noise spectra» whioh for the

13



two higher bias voltages (40 and 80 V) does not allow to esti-

mate the corresponding values of the excess g-r noise parame-

ters.

One should here also remark, that the family of dependences

CrXf) seplotted in. figure 2 exhibit one predominant "step".

TMa means that there exists only one dominant deep trap

within the energy gap of semiconductor. Thus, in the numerical

calculations a model with a single deep g-r center was applied.

The decomposition of spectra of t he in-bulk-generated noise

revealed, among others, the considerable contribution of the

flicker component. So, the experiments reported above have evi-

dently shown that the resultant flicker noise of the surface-

barrier particle detector consists of two components: one of

them caused by the surface effects and the second bj the bulk

phenomena.

The relative Intensity of these components is determined by

the ratio of the corresponding flicker noise constants B_ and

By. for the applied bias voltages: 10V, 20V, 40V and 80V it

amounts 5,7 3,6 3,5 and 1,6 respectively. This ratio de-

creases then gradually with the increasing bias voltage, its

dependence on the bias voltage' has been even expected assuming

that each particular flicker noise component should be generat-

ed in a different physical mechanism.

Despite of the lack of a general physical model for the

flicker noise there exist several theoretical approaches and

empirical formulae which may be used for identification of the

14



ascertained flicker noise components. In the considered case

such identification consists in a comparative analysis of the

properties of noise constants. This quantity is a function of

several intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. They «11 except

the bias voltage were kept constant during the experiments, in

result it was possible to establish the dependence of the par-

ticular flicker noise constant on the bias voltage and hence

draw the conclusion on the most probable origins of the noise

under consideration.

BS,V

[A Hz]

x5 10

Fig.5. Dependence of flicker noise constants on bias voltage.
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Figure 5 shows the plots of such dependences for both kinds

of flicker noise. The special attention should be paid to the

relationship between B^ and VD, which in logAog coordinates

may be satisfactorily approxinated by a straight line with the

inclination coefficient 2. Ю the light ot earlier studies by
5-9

Hooge, Kleinpennlng and others this featore qualifies the re-

lated noise to a category of noise occuring due to the mobili-

ty fluctuations of charge carriers.

The course of the dependence Bg<Vp) differs substantially

from that one discussed just above. It gives then evidence on

the other physical mechanism of generation of this noise, which

- as supposed afore - may be connected with the fluctuation of

the number of carriers in the slow state at the surface of the
2 3

oxide layer. '
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